News Release
Jewers Doors Opens the way for Gulfstream
Aerospace at Farnborough Airport

Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation designs, develops, outfits, manufactures and maintains
business jet aircraft for corporations, government and individuals around the world.
It has almost 2,900 aircraft currently in service.
In May 2019 work began on a purpose-built 225,000 square foot Customer Support Service
Centre at Farnborough Airport and was completed on time, amidst the challenges of a global
pandemic, in the summer of 2020.
The new facility which can easily accommodate 13 large-cabin aircraft, offers maintenance,
repair and overhaul services, as well as interior refurbishments and after-market
modifications.
Working closely with the main contractor Volker Fitzpatrick and architects; Gebler Tooth,
Jewers Doors were delighted to be awarded the contract to supply and install three sets of
our Esavian Type 126 power operated Steel Sliding doors for this prestigious project.
Each set of doors were manufactured to suit a clear opening 67.4 metres wide by 9.25
metres high. Each set of doors is in four equal leaves, each leaf is 16.98 metres wide
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running on four tracks – all four leaves move independently of one another within their 67.4
metre wide opening. Each leaf is fitted with a continuous band of double-glazed windows at
eye level and there are two personnel doors in each bay of hangar doors.

More about Jewers Doors
Established in 1983 and still a family run business, Jewers Doors is a world-leading supplier of industrial
doors operating from a state-of-the-art facility in the heart of Bedfordshire. With over 50 highly skilled
and experienced staff, the core of the business is design, manufacture, installation and repair of
industrial door solutions across all industrial sectors. The Phoenix range of doors are designed for
medium to large industrial applications, while the Esavian range is recognised as one of the world’s
leading range of aircraft hangar doors. Incorporating the very latest concepts and technologies, Jewers
Doors have been installed not only in the UK, but also throughout the world including Europe, Middle
East, Far East, North America and Australasia.
For more information contact Jonathan Jewers – jjewers@jewersdoors.co.uk
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